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ABSTRACT:E-commerce websites allow customers to leave reviews for various products. There are usually hundreds 

of reviews for a single product, each review could be lengthy and repetitive. A customer would find it difficult to make 

a well-informed decision after reading all the reviews. Therefore, automatic review summarization has a huge potential 

to help customers by providing an authentic summary of the reviews found online on the E-commerce sites. We 

propose the method of abstractive summarization, which provides more accurate summaries and are closer to human-

generated summaries. The system also provides the general sentiment of the summaries generated which will help the 

customers make a decision quickly. The sentiment of the summaries would help the customers know the tone of the 

text. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Information is always available in plenty in the modern era of the Internet. Anything that happens in any part of the 

world reaches the other side in the blink of an eye, and hence, access to information is the last thing that you will need 

to worry about. According to Google Search Engine results stats, around 1 billion articles, posts or information of any 

kind is released for a single focused keyword every day. And, for a consumer, information available in the web will 

remain incomprehensible, unless it is transformed in a way that would help them understand the data in the most 

comprehensive way possible. 
The best way to provide the right amount of information that a user requires is to limit the content into precise and 

accurate points. Providing the gist of the enormous content will reduce the overhead of processing unwanted 

information for consumers, and the difficulty of providing meaningful data for the providers. A summary can be used, 

which is a subtle way of representing a lot of information in a minimal form. This seems to be profitable on a lot of 

platforms. Now, making a summary manually would require the user to read all the content again, which nullifies the 

sole aim of summaries. This is where an automatic summary generator comes into the picture. 
Automatic summary generators provide you with a summary of the input text that you provide to the system. The 

automated summary generator can find its application in different forms, in educational fields, content creation, E-

commerce, marketing, etc. As long as huge amounts of information need to be processed in daily life, an automatic 

summarizer will also be pertinent. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [2], a multi-view abstractive summarization model that jointly considered semantics and sentiment was examined. 

The proposed multi-view model uses a basic summary component that compresses sentences using encoder and 

decoder. It also uses a sentiment component which uses Sentiment Embedding to extract and represent the sentiment 

features automatically, and Sentiment Memory to capture the sentiment dynamics during the process. In [3], the Deep 

Neural Network model, namely Sequence to Sequence model, is used to generate summaries of research papers using 

the introduction and conclusion sections. The temporal attention mechanism is used to reduce repetitive words or 

sentences in summaries. According to [4], there are two approaches for performing abstractive summarization of 

multiple documents. The first approach is phrase selection and merging, which uses a linear optimization method to 

obtain a summary. The second method is the Semantic Information Extraction Approach which uses BSU basic 

semantic network which depicts semantic information. The projected system in [5] identifies the number of positiveand 

negative opinions of each aspect in online reviews. The system preprocesses data and performs sentence and aspect 

extraction. Stop word removal, stemming and POS tagging are the processes in data preprocessing. Naive Bayes 

algorithm is used to identify opinions.  [6] introduces the decoder attention mechanism in the pointer-generator network 
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to improve the accuracy and fluency of the summary. To improve copy probability distribution, the multi-hop attention 

mechanism is introduced. The coverage vector tells the model which words it has focused on before so that fragment 

duplication is avoided. The proposed dual encoding model in [7] consists of a primary encoder, a secondary encoder, 

and a decoder. The primary encoder and decoder acts as the standard attentional encoder-decoder model. The 

secondary encoder is based on the input and the previously produced output and generates a new context vector as an 

additional input of the decoder. Semantic role labelling is used in [8] to obtain the predicate-argument structure. It is 

extracted to represent text semantically and semantically similar predicate-argument structures are grouped using the 

hybrid approach of K-means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. In [9], two sets of summaries of the same data 

were obtained, one by automatic text summarization and the other by manually producing summaries. Automatic 

summaries were obtained by using the fuzzy method and vector approach. The summaries produced by the fuzzy 

method were much more acceptable and understandable compared to the ones produced by the vector approach. [10] 

uses a clustered genetic semantic graph approach for multi-document abstractive summarization. The predicate-

argument structures extracted by using semantic role labelling are represented by the graph vertices. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION 

  Automatic summarization has great potential in the E-commerce field, to help customers make a well-informed 

decision while making purchases online. Automatic review summarization can provide a consolidated summary of the 

reviews found on the E-commerce sites. The project uses a Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) model with Attention 

Mechanism which consists of an Encoder, Decoder, and Attention layer to perform abstractive summarization of user 

reviews. The Naive Bayes model is used to perform sentiment analysis.  

 

A.     Data collection and preprocessing 

Before training both the models, each of the input datasets are preprocessed. SMS language and slang words 

are mapped using a dictionary of abbreviations to make the text more understandable. Short forms are replaced 

with full forms using a contraction mapping. The input text is then cleaned to remove noise by following the 

preprocessing steps which include POS tagging, lemmatization, removal of stop words, removal of 

punctuations. In the case of summarization, a fixed length of review text as well as summary text is chosen 

based on the frequency of rare words in each of them, respectively. The rest of the review-summary sets 

outside of this condition are discarded. Rows with null values are removed from the dataset. The review text 

and summary text tokenizers are then fitted on this cleaned text using a Tokenizer, which are also used as 

input to the Seq2Seq model. In the case of sentiment analysis also, tokenization is performed on the tweets to 

obtain a vectorized form which is given as input to the Naive Bayes model. 

 

B.     Training the machine learning models 

1) Seq2Seq model with Attention mechanism to generate summary. 

The Seq2Seq model is trained with preprocessed reviews and summaries as described earlier. The 

model has an encoder and a decoder which will help in producing an output that is of different length 

than the input. An encoder Long Short-Term Memory model (LSTM) takes the input word by word 

in each time cycle and captures the contextual information in the input. The hidden state and cell state 

of the last time step is used to initialise the decoder. The decoder reads the entire target sequence 

word-by-word and predicts the same sequence offset by one timestep. The attention layer aids in 

predicting a word by looking at a few specific parts of the sequence only, rather than the entire 

sequence. 
2) Naive Bayes model to find the sentiment of the reviews. 

The sentiment analysis dataset, which contains tweets and their associated sentiment (positive {1} or 

negative {0}) is preprocessed and is used to train a Naive Bayes model. The model is tested with 

preprocessed testing data to obtain the sentiment of the input text and calculate its accuracy. 
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C.     Summary Generation & Sentiment Analysis 

     

The reviews available for a product are obtained from the dataset. This data is then preprocessed and given as input to 

the Seq2Seq model to generate the summaries. The extractive approach is used to fetch the top 5 summaries from those 

generated by the model to be displayed to the user. The preprocessed reviews are also sent to the Naive Bayes model to 

find the sentiment of each of the reviews. The percentage of positive and negative sentiments predicted are displayed to 

the user, thus providing the general sentiment obtained from all of the reviews. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1. System workflow 
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Figure.2.Seq2Seq model summary 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

  A data set containing nearly 6,00,000 reviews of Amazon products and their summaries are used to train the 

sequence to sequence model. The NLTK corpus of twitter sentiment analysis data that contains tweets and their 

sentiment is used with various models such as Linear Regression, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, SVM and K-Nearest 

Neighbor from which the Naive Bayes model is chosen, which showed the best result among them. The sentiment 

model proved to have an accuracy of about 99% while testing.  

 
Table.1. Naïve Bayes confusion matrix 

 Predicted Positives Predicted Negatives 

Actual Positive TP FN 

Actual Negative FP TN 
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The reviews are also passed into the trained deep learning model for summary generation, which is the Sequence to 

Sequence (Seq2Seq) model with Attention Mechanism to perform abstractive summarization of user reviews. A total of 

10,905, 992 trainable parameters are used in the model. The model is trained for a total of 5 epochs with each epoch 

taking a training time of 990s on average. The total training time was around 1 hour 53mins. 

 

Table.2.Example preprocessed review text, original summary, and predicted summary 

Preprocessed review text Original summary Predicted summary 

fantastic coffee fraction price freeze dried keurig cup made company 

tasteless coffee bean matter name coffee cannot imagine paying dollar cup 

donut house cup made folgers joke 

great coffee  great coffee  

coconut water years back recall tasting like bad could even swallow one pack 

try add pineapple juice one containers remaining see makes difference wow 
absolutely 

disgusting 
tastes like plastic 

got taste test bubble fizz taste chalk like bad sell taste sad not very good not good 

found brand fact dark chocolate made far best keurig continue order 

particular brand 
best ever best chocolate ever 

like jelly bellys think appreciate belly flops surprise flavors get worth every 

penny opinion size shape affect flavor still taste great 
best flops ever awesome 

honestly know really get overly concerned ph balance electrolytes keep 

handy husband long mile bike trips us like tastes would rather drink gatorade 

also know silky smooth taste tastes like water wanted 

do not know about 

health issues but 

tastes fine 

do not know about 

health issues 

cannot say enough good things snackwell fudge drizzle caramel popcorn 

remember snackwell products first introduced good real cookies come long 

way packs decent serving popcorn plenty crunchy caramel chocolate 

overwhelming great balance already purchased 

highly addictive good snack 
 

 

Even though the summaries generated are not exactly the same as the original, they still are comparable and in some 

cases even prove to be better. 
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Figure.3. Final output 

The summaries, positive and negative sentiment percentage, and the average rating is displayed along withproductname, image 

and price.   

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A user review consolidation system has been developed using the method of abstractive summarization to obtain a 

concise form of the lengthy product reviews available on e-commerce websites along with additional features such as 

overall rating and sentiment analysis. The Naive Bayes classifier for sentiment analysis provided an accuracy of more 

than 99%. The abstractive summarizer has been modelled as a Sequence-to-Sequence model which uses attention 

mechanism to improve accuracy. The model gives fairly good summaries of the reviews. The model is trained using 

reviews for a selected dataset.  
The generalization capability of the deep learning model can be enhanced with an increase in the training dataset 

size. Web scraping can be introduced to perform summarization on real-time data. Implementing Bi-Directional LSTM 

which is capable of capturing the context from both the directions could result in a better context vector. The beam 

search strategy can be applied for decoding the test sequence instead of using the greedy approach (argmax). Pointer-

generator networks and coverage mechanisms can be implemented in the model to further improve the summary 

generation capability of the model. 
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